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Samsung galaxy tab e 8.0 battery replacement
After staying away from the tablet market for almost a year, Samsung introduced a new budget-friendly tablet series back in March. First launched in Russia, the Galaxy Tab A series has now made its way to other markets around the world, including the US. The two tablets that are currently a part of the series offer everything that you may love
about the Samsung experience, and at an affordable price point. As is true in the Android world though, the competition in this space is quite intense, with some really good options out there. So are these devices worth it? We find out in this full review of the Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0 and Galaxy Tab A 9.7! Design On the design front, both tablets
feature an all-plastic build, with a matte-finish back and a silver display frame. The plastic certainly feels cheap when talking about the overall feel, but at least it makes for a back that isn’t prone to fingerprints. There are parting lines to be found on the sides and the corners of both tablets as well. While that doesn’t necessarily impact the usage
negatively, it is a testament to the somewhat disappointing build quality of these devices.Read more: Best cheap Android tablets (June 2015)Signature Samsung design elements make a return this time around as well, with the physical home button up front, flanked by capacitive back and recent apps keys, found below the display. There is no
backlighting with these capacitive keys though. Moving around the device, the power button and volume rocker are found on the right side, the microSD card slot is placed on the left, and the microUSB port and headphone jack are both at the bottom. The speakers are also found on the bottom, with the larger Galaxy Tab A 9.7 featuring a dual stereo
speaker setup, compared to the single speaker of its smaller sibling. On the back of both are the camera and two smart cover connectors that can be used with the Samsung Smart Cover and a handful of third-party cases.Both the Galaxy Tab A 8.0 and Galaxy Tab A 9.7 are thin and somewhat light, with a thickness and weight of 7.4 mm and 313
grams for the former, and 7.5 mm and 450 grams in the case of the latter. With the exception of an extra speaker, a slightly less protruding camera on the larger device, and of course, the overall size, both tablets share a similar aesthetic. It also worth mentioning that both of these devices come with a display with a 4:3 aspect ratio, and as a result,
are slightly wider than what you’d expect to see on any other Android tablet. Display Both the Galaxy Tab A 8.0 and the Galaxy Tab A 9.7 feature TFT touchscreens with the identical resolution of 1024 x 768, resulting in unfortunately low pixel densities of 160 ppi and 132 ppi respectively. This low resolution is certainly disappointing, as it would be
something you’d expect with a tablet that is far cheaper than the price for what these tablets are being sold.With that said, despite the noticeable lack of sharpness, both panels do offer vibrant colors and excellent viewing angles. Sunlight readability could be slightly improved, but the displays are definitely bright enough for standard indoor use. Also
noticeable is a thin black border around each display that adds to the bezel of the device. This is a lot more evident on the white model, which could be an annoyance to some people. Performance and hardware Under the hood, both tablets pack the quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 410 processor clocked at 1.2 GHz, and backed by the Adreno 306
GPU and 1.5 GB of RAM. This is quite the capable processing package, but things tend to feel a little slower than they should at times. The benchmark scores disappoint as well, and just like with the displays, this isn’t what you’d expect nor want with a device priced as high as these. The extra .5GB of RAM is pretty noticeable compared to devices
with only 1GB, but unfortunately not by much. On the other hand, these tablets do handle gaming well, and while there is the occasional dropped frame, things remain smooth for the most part. Both tablets come with 16 GB of on-board storage, further expandable via microSD by up to 128 GB. Apart from the standard suite of connectivity options, a
4G LTE-capable version is also coming soon, which will also see the on-board storage and RAM bumped up to 32 GB and 2 GB respectively.The speakers on the Galaxy Tab A devices get reasonably loud, and sound pretty good overall. It is easy to block them when using the device in landscape orientation, though, which is an issue with pretty much
all devices with side-firing audio. The larger 9.7-inch model has a slight advantage in this area with its dual stereo speakers, but the audio quality remains about the same when it comes to real world usage. One highlight when it comes to the Galaxy Tab A 8.0 and Galaxy Tab A 9.7 is the battery life, with the devices packing large 4,200 mAh and 6,000
mAh batteries respectively. Using each tablet with Wi-Fi enabled and the screen brightness set at 75% allowed for both devices to last just over 14 hours, with an impressive 7 hours of screen-on time in the case of the 8-inch model, and 8 hours of screen-on time with the 9.7-inch model. The power saving modes Samsung offers with its devices are
also available here. Camera Both devices come with 5 MP rear camera and a 2 MP front-facing unit. The rear camera allows for decent looking shots and will do in a pinch, but is certainly not capable enough to replace your primary mobile photography device. As far as the camera application is concerned, it isn’t as packed with features as is found
with Samsung smartphones, but there are a few different modes, effects, and filters available that might help make up for the poor quality photos. Software As far as the software is concerned, both devices come with Android 5.0.2 Lollipop with Samsung’s TouchWiz UI on top. These tablets also bring with them quite a few incentives on the software
side, including the availability of six Microsoft applications pre-installed, along with the option to claim 100 GB of free cloud storage for 2 years with the use of Microsoft OneDrive. In addition, you also get a 3-month subscription to Next Issue, one free Kindle e-book every month for a year, three free audio books from Audible, and three months of
access to SIRIUSXM radio for new users. When it comes to the user interface, some of the positives include quicker and easier access to the Quick Toggles menu, along with the ability to edit these toggles, a split view of the Settings menu, a “close all apps” button, and multi-window, which proves to be really useful on devices with large displays.
What gets confusing is the number of duplicate apps you’ll see, such as two web browsers, two note-taking apps, two email apps, three music apps, and even two app stores. The launcher’s non-alphabetical organization method can also take some getting used to, and the default keyboard is mediocre at best. Of course, you always have the option of
third-party launchers and keyboards to remedy these downfalls.You might like: Best Galaxy Tab A 8.0 cases Specifications Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0Samsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7DisplaySamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: 8-inch TFT display1024 x 768 resolution, 160 ppiSamsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: 9.7-inch TFT display1024 x 768 resolution, 132
ppiProcessorSamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: 1.2 GHz quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 410Adreno 306 GPUSamsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: 1.2 GHz quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 410Adreno 306 GPURAMSamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: 1.5 GB Samsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: 1.5 GBStorageSamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: 16 GBexpandable up to 128 GBSamsung
Galaxy Tab A 9.7: 16 GBexpandable up to 128 GBCameraSamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: 5 MP rear camera2 MP front-facing cameraSamsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: 5 MP rear camera2 MP front-facing cameraConnectivitySamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/nBluetooth 4.0GPS + GLONASSmicroUSB 2.0Samsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: Wi-Fi 802.11
a/b/g/nBluetooth 4.0GPS + GLONASSmicroUSB 2.0SoftwareSamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: Android 5.0.2 LollipopSamsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: Android 5.0.2 LollipopBatterySamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: 4,200 mAhSamsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: 6,000 mAhDimensionsSamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: 208.3 x 137.9 x 7.4 mm313 gramsSamsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7:
242.5 x 166.8 x 7.5 mm450 gramsColorsSamsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0: white, smoky titanium, smoky blueSamsung Galaxy Tab A 9.7: white, smoky titanium, smoky blueGallery Pricing and final thoughts The Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0 is available for $229, and the larger Galaxy Tab A 9.7 also features a heftier price tag of $299, but is currently on
Amazon with a price tag of $266.77. Further, an S-Pen can also be picked up with the 9.7-inch model for an additional $50, but keep in mind that the device itself doesn’t have a slot to house the stylus. Available color options for both tablets include White, Smoky Titanium, and Smoky Blue.So there you have it, a close look at the Samsung Galaxy Tab
A 8.0 and Galaxy Tab A 9.7! Both of these tablets bring a lot of positives to the table, including good quality audio, fantastic battery life, and a few useful Samsung-exclusive software features. With that said, the low resolution display and slower performance make it hard to justify the price tag, especially with regards to the larger 9.7-inch version.
There are some really good tablets that offer similar specs and features to these tablets, but are also cheaper. That turns out to be the biggest issue with the latest Samsung tablets, unless you’re absolutely sold on the Samsung experience. Digital Trends may earn a commission when you buy through links on our site. If you’re looking for a relatively
cheap LTE-capable tablet, AT&T might have the device for you. Starting on Friday May 6, the 8-inch device will be up for pre-order, and you can get it for $0 down and $10 per month on AT&T’s Next installment plan. The Galaxy Tab E is one of Samsung’s cheaper devices, but it has a lot to offer if you’re looking to do some reading, watch a movie
every now and then, and maybe dabble in some light gaming. The Galaxy Tab E may be cheap, but it’s a great way to experience Android 6.0 Marshmallow, the latest version of Android. It also includes an unspecified quad-core 1.3GHz processor with 1.5GB of RAM, 16GB of storage, and, of course, a microSD card slot for adding extra storage. The
battery is 5,000mAh, which isn’t huge but it should be enough to get you through a normal day of use. While the device is now coming to AT&T, it was already available on Verizon. The device also comes with a version of DirecTV pre-installed — handy for those who subscribe, but hopefully those who don’t will be able to uninstall it without having to
root the device. On top of that, you’ll get Samsung’s Knox security, offering “defense-grade security at the hardware level.” AT&T hasn’t yet announced how much the device will be without an installment plan, but we expect it to sit somewhere in the $200-$240 range. Also, keep in mind that the device will add at least $10 to your AT&T bill. Even if
you do end up being able to buy it outright, AT&T charges a $10 per line access fee for tablets. So, if you buy the tablet with Next, you’re looking at $20 extra per month. Certainly not too expensive, but something to be aware of. Editors' Recommendations
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